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8Top Research Highlights

This retail report is a result of a collaborative rigour 

with an underlying curiosity to know how digital 

marketing can be more rewarding for retail

marketers. In this quest of knowledge, we  reached 

out to  marketing practitioners and decision makers 

across the country via online links, offline forms and 

face-to-face meetings.

Additionally, we enjoyed the assistance of our 

esteemed partners and industry associations -

DMAasia, RAI (Retailers Association of India), IAMAI 

(Internet and Mobile Association of India), Digital 

Vidya and CMAI (Communication Multimedia and 

Infrastructure Assocation Of India), to reach a more 

diversified industry base through their deep rooted 

network resulting in an active participation of over 

350+ marketing professionals.

Such extensive support from the marketing

community makes “Eyeing Consumer Intelligence

in Retail ” one of the most comprehensive studies of 

digital retail in India.

We have modelled the study into three parts:

1. Mindshare of Marketer : 
     India marketer’s take on various digital marketing initiatives   
 along with a future outlook towards adoption of new     
 technologies.

2. Email Marketing Mindshare:
    The relevance journey analysis of email as a medium of    
 effective digital marketing.

3. Recommendations for the effective use of online marketing  
 for retail in India.

We modelled the survey questions on the following 
lines: 

o What is the modern day digital marketing budget overview?

o What, in the opinion of India marketers are the broad     
 marketing goals and to what extent does digital marketing   
 help in achieving these? 

o Which marketing channels have inspired confidence within  
 marketers and generated a revenue impact on business?

o Which attribution models do marketers prefer for calculating  
 ROI and what challenges do they face while attempting to   
 do it?

o How is content marketing deployed and how does it help   
 marketers achieve their goals?

o What according to India marketers are the requisite skills to   
 be an effective marketer in the modern digital world?

o Which new tech areas do India marketers plan to invest in   
 the coming financial year?
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